
Programming Assignment #3                                        Due:  Feb. 13 (Friday) at 11:59 PM

This week I introduced the concept of nested for-loops to manipulate pixels from only part of a picture.  This

assignment gives you a chance to practice writing nested for-loop of your own.  For this assignment you are to write

two separate JES programs:

Program 1:   A typical picture manipulation operation is to “crop a picture” which saves a rectangular region of the

picture and removes the border.   For this program, you are to write a general crop function that takes as parameters:

� the source picture

� the starting X value of the upper, left-hand corner of the rectangle to be saved

� the starting Y value of the upper, left-hand corner of the rectangle to be saved

� the ending X value of the lower, right-hand corner of the rectangle to be saved

� the ending Y value of the lower, right-hand corner of the rectangle to be saved

The function should create a new picture whose size is based on the starting and ending parameters, copy the

appropriate pixels into it from the source picture, and and return the new picture.  For example, here is the

eiffel.jpg photo and a cropped version with start X = 100, start Y = 30, end X = 311, and end Y = 433:        

A starter program cropPicture.py is available by downloading and extracting

hw3.zip from:

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs1120s15/homework/

Program 2:   For the second program, you are to write a function called makeCollage which takes a picture as a

parameter and creates a collage containing at least four variations of the picture that fit into the 7in.x95in.jpg

blank JPEG.  The variations of the picture image in the collage can be (but are not limited to):

� at most one copy of the original image

� scaled image

� cropped image

� rotated image

� negative image

� some color filtered image

� lighter or darker image

Your single function makeCollage should create the whole collage, but it is perfectly okay for it to use other

functions.  Your makeCollage function should create and return the collage picture.  You can model program 2’s

main fuction after the main fuction in the cropPicture.py program.

The steps for the homework submission system are:

1.  Design, write, debug, and test your programs in a folder called hw3.  “Zip” the folder hw3 into a single file called

hw3.zip (In Windows, right click on the hw3 folder and select Send to | Compressed (zipped) folder) 

2.  Log on to the submission system at:  https://www.cs.uni.edu/~schafer/submit/which_course.cgi

(It is very likely that you will get some security certificate warnings when trying to use this.  You may add an

exception and accept the existing security certificate.)  Use the same CatID user-name and password you use to log

on the lab computers.  

3.  Select the course and section number of "CS 1120, Media Computation, Fienup".  Click the "Continue".

4.  Select the homework that you wish to submit:  "HW 3:  Crop and Collage programs". Click the "Continue" button.



5.  Specify how many extra files you want to submit.  Just leave it at 0.  Click the "Continue" button.

6.  Upload your programs by Browsing and selecting your hw3.zip file. Click the "Continue" button.

7.  The next page reports on the status of the upload(s).  You can always continue to upload a better version of the

program until the deadline.  The newer file will replace an older file of the same name.

(If you miss the deadline, you’ll need to submit it as above, but select “Late Homeworks” in step 4 above.)


